
WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6 WEEK 7 WEEK 8
TOTAL

HOURS

LANGUAGE USE

Focus Vocabulary                                                                                                                                                           

What does she/he look like?, curly, red, long, straight, short, blonde, 

hair, big, blue, eyes, beard, moustache, bald, tall, thin, medium height, 

slim, overweight, What is he/she like?, clever, friendly, funny, generous, 

kind, lazy, shy, talkative, extrovert, hard-working, mean, quiet, serious, 

stupid, unfriendly, unkind, clothes, blouse, cardigan, coat, dress, jacket, 

jeans, leggings, pyjamas, shirt, shorts, skirt, socks, suit, sweater, jumper, 

tights, top, tracksuit, trousers, T-shirt, underwear, footwear, boots, flip-

flops, sandals, shoes, trainers, accessories, belt, cap, hat, gloves, scarf, 

tie, jewellery, bracelet, earrings, necklace, ring, wear, carry, dress, a pair, 

prepositions of place: above, behind, between, in, in front of, in the 

corner, in the middle of, next to, on, on the left of, under

Grammar

word order in questions, asking questions,

present simple,

present continuous

adjective order: size, style, color

pronouns

Focus Vocabulary                                                                                                                                                           

What does she/he look like?, curly, red, long, straight, short, blonde, 

hair, big, blue, eyes, beard, moustache, bald, tall, thin, medium height, 

slim, overweight, What is he/she like?, clever, friendly, funny, 

generous, kind, lazy, shy, talkative, extrovert, hard-working, mean, 

quiet, serious, stupid, unfriendly, unkind, clothes, blouse, cardigan, 

coat, dress, jacket, jeans, leggings, pyjamas, shirt, shorts, skirt, socks, 

suit, sweater, jumper, tights, top, tracksuit, trousers, T-shirt, underwear, 

footwear, boots, flip-flops, sandals, shoes, trainers, accessories, belt, 

cap, hat, gloves, scarf, tie, jewellery, bracelet, earrings, necklace, ring, 

wear, carry, dress, a pair, prepositions of place: above, behind, 

between, in, in front of, in the corner, in the middle of, next to, on, on 

the left of, under

Grammar

word order in questions, asking questions,

present simple,

present continuous

adjective order: size, style, color

pronouns

Focus Vocabulary

go abroad, go away for the weekend, go by bus/car/plane/train, go camping, go for 

a walk, go on holiday, go out at night, go sightseeing, go skiing/walking/cycling, go 

swimming/sailing/surfing/fishing, stay in a hotel/at a campsite/with friends, take 

photos, buy souvenirs, sunbathe on the beach, have a good time, spend money, 

rent an apartment, hire a bicycle, hire/rent a car, book a flight online, What was the 

weather like?, What was the hotel like?, What was the town like?, What were the 

people like?, comfortable, luxurous, nfriendly, helpful, beautiful, lovely, warm, 

sunny, basic, dirty, uncomfortable, unfriendly, unhelpful, noisy, crowded, windy, 

foggy, cloudy, great, lovely, wonderful, fantastic, OK, not bad, all right, awful, 

horrible, terrible, go to the beach, go to a city, cool, in 

(countries/cities/rooms/buildings/closed spaces/months/seasons/years/times of 

day), on (transport/a surface/dates/days), at (places/times/festival periods), have a 

great time, drive along the high street, meet in a coffee bar, give sb your phone 

number, take sb to a restaurant, wait for sb, be in a hurry, play a song, leave the 

club (very late), run across the road 

Grammar

past simple: regular and irregular verbs,

past continuous,

time sequencers and connectors,

rewriting

Focus Vocabulary

arrivals, bag drop, baggage reclaim, check-in, 

customs, departures, gates, lifts, passport 

control, security check, terminal, trolley, 

stopover, connecting flight, departure lounge, 

duty-free shop, air traveller, arrive in, arrive 

at, wait for, depennd on, agree with, ask for, 

listen to, pay for, speak to sb about sth, 

spend money on sth, worry about, believe in, 

think about, think of, belong to, (for) 

example, kind, like, opposite, similar, 

somebody, something, somewhere, DJ, art 

gallery, camera, passport, sunbathe, curly,  

Grammar

be going to  (plans and predictions),

present continuous (future arrangements),

defining relative clauses

Focus Vocabulary

clean the floor, do the ironing, do the shopping, do the vacuuming, 

hoovering, do the washing, do the washing-up, dust the furniture, 

lay/clear the table, load/unload the dishwasher, make lunc, make 

dinner, make the bed, pick up dirty clothes (from the floor), put 

away your clothes, take out the rubbish, tidy your room, do a 

course, make a mistake, do homework/an exam/an exercise, make 

a noise, make a phone call, do housework, make friends, do 

sport/exercise, make plans, make an excuse, basket, changing 

room, (self-service) checkout, customer, receipt, shelf/shelves, 

shop assistant, the sales, till, trolley, help, size, try on, fit, suit, 

take sth back, (go to their) website, (create an) account, (click on 

each) item, (in your) basket, (proceed to (checkout), delivery 

adress, next-day delivery, credit card, debit card, (give your) 

payment details, auction (sites), bored-boring, depressed-

depressing, relaxed-relaxing, interested-interesting, excited-

exciting, frightened-frightening   

Grammar

present perfect &yet, just, already ,

present perfect or past simple,

something, anything, nothing  etc.

Focus Vocabulary

types of numbers, about, at least, 

between.....and....., south, north, small, 

medium-sized, large (city), What's it like?, 

boring, crowded, dangerous, modern, noisy, 

polluted, clean, empty, exciting, historic, 

interesting, quiet, safe, bridge, canal, castle, 

cathedral, church, city walls, department 

store, harbour, hill, lake, market, mosque, 

museum, palace, ruins, shopping 

centre/mall, statue, synagogue, temple, town 

hall,heart, liver, muscle, blood, teeth, bone 

Grammar

comparative adjectives and adverbs, as … 

as ,

superlatives (ever  &present perfect),

quantifiers, too , (not) enough

Focus Vocabulary

arrive x leave, break x mend/repair, buy x 

sell, download x upload, find x lose, 

forget x remember, lend x borrow, love x 

hate, miss x catch, pass x fail, pick up x 

drop off, push x pull, send x get/receive, 

start x finish, teach x learn, turn on x turn 

off, win x lose, call sb back, go back, give 

sth back, pay sb back, send sth back, take 

sth back, a bit, incredibly, not very, quite, 

really, very 

Grammar

will/won't  predictions,

will/won't/shall  (other uses),

review of verb forms: present, past, 

future

Focus Vocabulary

good at, bad at, good for, aafraid of, 

interested in, full of, famous for, nice to sb, 

angry with, different from 

Grammar

uses of the infinitive with to,

uses of the gerund (Verb+ing),

have to, don't have to, must, mustn't

LISTENING AND

 SPEAKING

Listening

understanding personal information,

identifying the person

being described,

checking hypotheses

Speaking

exchanging information,

describing a person,

describing a picture, talking

about preferences

Listening

understanding personal information,

identifying the person

being described,

checking hypotheses

Speaking

exchanging information,

describing a person,

describing a picture, talking

about preferences

Listening

understanding the key events in a story,

listening for gist and detailed

information,

listening for specific information

Speaking

talking about your last holiday,

talking about preferences,

retelling a story

Listening

listening for specific information,

understanding times, dates and

appointments,

guessing words from definitions

Speaking

planning a tour,

making arrangements,

describing and paraphrasing

Listening

checking hypotheses using

background knowledge,

understanding a theory,

understanding historical information

Speaking

talking about housework,

talking about shopping experiences,

describing your weekend

Listening

identifying key points,

understanding ranking,

understanding advice

Speaking

comparing habits: present and past,

talking about memorable experiences,

talking about your lifestyle

Listening

using existing knowledge to

predict content,

understanding specific details,

checking hypotheses, understanding

specific information

Speaking

making predictions,

giving examples and reasons,

talking about the past, present,

and future

Listening

understanding a problem,

understanding how something works,

understanding the events in a story

Speaking

retelling an article,

describing feelings,

talking about language learning

READING AND 

WRITING

Reading

understanding a description

Writing

describing yourself

Reading

understanding a description

Writing

describing yourself

Reading

understanding the key events in

a story,

checking hypotheses (using

visual evidence)

Reading

understanding text cohesion –

connectors,

understanding a questionnaire,

understanding rules of a game

Writing

an informal e-mail

Reading

understanding opinions,

checking and correcting information

Reading

scanning for data (facts and numbers),

identifying pros and cons

Writing

describing where you live

Reading

summarizing the main point of a text,

understanding the order of events

Reading

text coherence / understanding

content words,

using topic sentences

Writing

a formal email

QUIZ MC PORTFOLIO ANNOUNCEMENT

MC PORTFOLIO SUBMISSION   

WRITING PORTFOLIO- FIRST 

DRAFT

ASSIGNMENTS AND 

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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